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SUMMARY
Thermal fatigue is one significant long-term degradation mechanism in nuclear power

plants (NIPP), in particular, as operating plants become older and life time extension

activities have been initiated. In general, the common thermal fatigue issues are

understood and controlled by plant instrumentation systems. However, incidents in

some plants indicate that certain piping system Tees are susceptible to turbulent

temperature mixing effects that cannot be adequately monitored by common

thermocouple instrumentation. The THERFAT project has been initiated to advance

the accuracy and reliability of thermal fatigue load determination in engineering tools

and research oriented approaches to outline a science based practical methodology

for managing thermal fatigue risks in Tee-connections susceptible to high cyclic

thermal fatigue.

The THERFAT work in the installed work packages focuses on the following

technological and scientific aims:

Screening of existing plants and R&D data (WP 1),

Assessing the fatigue significance of turbulent thermal mixing effects in piping

system Tee-connections and identifying the fatigue significant parameters (WP 2,

Quantifying the existing safety margins against failure and determination of

fatigue relevant lower bound threshold values and evaluation of standard methods

and exploration of advanced fatigue and fracture mechanics analysis routes (WP 3,

Verification of selected aspects of fatigue assessment by critical experiments,

i.e. "damage tests" with cyclic thermal shock loads (WP 4,
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Proposition of a "road-map" as part of the "European Methodology on Thermal

Fatigue" considering the results of current and past activities in a coherent way on a

European level WP 5).

The results obtained so far encompass the selection of various Tee-configurations

susceptible to turbulent thermal mixing effects including the identification of the

critical aspects concerning thermal fatigue degradation (WP 1). Most of the

experimental tests to quantify the occurring loads in terms of significant temperature

differences and load cycles have been successfully performed. Numerical CFD-code

analyses are assisting to verify the experimental test results (WP 2 Achieved first

results in the experimental damage tests of WP 4 investigating the load bearing

capability of components (see Fig. 5) confirm the predicted tendencies of higher load

bearing capabilities than expected by application of common code analysis

procedures. Current work is focused on summarizing and condensing the WP 2 and

WP 4 output to WP 3 input and on the elaboration of the different integrity evaluation

procedures in WP 3 concerning the assessment of fatigue usage, crack initiation and

crack propagation issues for components or specimen sustained to cyclic thermal

loads. The outlines of the integrity evaluation concept in WP have been defined as

a first step to the "development of a European methodology". Results of the project

are expected to improve plant operation and safety aspects as well as the system

surveillance with a consequent reduction of operator dose and thus an increase of

plant economies.

The THERFAT-project as cost shared action is being carried out as part of the Fifth

Framework Programme of the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM).

The THERFAT-project commenced in December 2001, and is due to run for 36

months

A. INTRODUCTION

Thermal fatigue as long-term degradation mechanism is an important issue in

nuclear power plant ageing management considerations. The strong linkage of the

phenomenon to actual plant conditions, rather than to design assumptions is a key

aspect of on-going safety assessments. The estimation of boundary conditions for

integrity evaluations (load input and calculation methods) tends to rely on
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approximate methods. This may lead to inaccurate results, which is not acceptable

for NPP applications. Several incidents in NPP indicate that certain piping system

Tee-connections are susceptible to fatigue arising from low and high cycle

temperature turbulence. In-service inspections reveal that thermal fatigue cracks may

occur in welds and base material, straight pipes and elbows. These effects have

been attributed to thermal temperature stratification and turbulent mixing effects

caused by different mass flows in "run" and "branch" pipes merging at the Tee

(Fig.1). The high cycle turbulence effects are not appropriately detectable by

common thermocouple instrumentation. Hence, THERFAT addresses the present

lack of verified working procedures for assessing the integrity and safety of Tee-

configurations in safety relevant NPP-systems sustained to turbulent thermal mixing

effects.

THERFAT is being performed by a consortium of 16 organizations from European

countries, all recognized leaders in their technical fields. The THERFAT consortium

combines the expertise of large utilities, plant vendors/manufacturers and several of

Europe's foremost providers of structural integrity service and targeted R&D.

Participation will help them to maintain and enhance their competitiveness in this field

and support the continued viability of nuclear power generation. The JRC, Petten, will

supply technical expertise as well as the link to the NESC and related important EC-

activities.

B. WORK PROGRAMME

The project work plan comprises five major work packages (WP) addressing the key

objectives of THERFAT.

WP 1. Collation and Assessment of Field Experience

The work package WP 1 covers the identification of Tees which are sensitive to

thermal turbulence and stratification effects and which are of interest to be

investigated in THERFAT. The utilities involved in the project, provided a selection of

fatigue susceptible Tee-geometries and -loads in their power plants. As a result, a

matrix of Tee-configurations has been compiled as input for WP 2 3 and 4 WP 1

work has been successfully accomplished.
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WP 2 Load Determination

The task of WIP 2 is to detect and quantify the thermal turbulence by experiments and

by numerical fluid calculations. Thermo-hydraulic tests (plexiglass and steel Tee-

models in different configurations and with different diameters) have been performed

to measure the relevant load parameters (Fig. 2.

In addition, thermohydraulic. analyses with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-

codes have been carried out to simulate the turbulent fluid behaviour (Fig. 3 and, in

particular, to determine the heat transfer coefficient (fluid to wall). The CFD-approach

has been validated by a benchmark calculation compared to experimental test

results. Guidelines will be developed from the experimental and numerical results to

provide a validated basis for future CM-calculations of Tees with configurations

different from those investigated in THERFAT.

As an additional sophisticated aspect, the development of virtual sensors based on

neural networks and fuzzy logic tools has been included for the load determination of

a selected NPIP-component (PWR-pressurizer surge line).

WIP 3 Integrity Evaluation

Some WP 3-partners will use the load input from WP 2 to evaluate stresses/fatigue

usage, crack initiation and crack propagation ("forward approach"). Other WIP 3-

partners will perform stress/fatigue usage, crack initiation and crack propagation

analyses to predict and to verify the experimental damage test results of WP 4 (Fig.

4).

The objective is to demonstrate the different safety margins in the different stages of

degradation starting with the crack initiation. The random crack occurrence known as

11 elephant skin" or "crazing" effect does not automatically lead to component failure.

Only the development of a dominant crack in this crack field with significant crack

growth will deteriorate the component integrity. The connection of these fundamental

issues concerning degradation and failure criteria to the common integrity evaluation

procedures in codes and standards (stress/fatigue analyses application, use of

fatigue curves etc.) is one important task of the THERFAT-project.
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WP 4 Verification Tests

An experimental damage test pattern has been established to investigate realistic

component or specimen resistance capabilities concerning specific degradation

mechanisms (e.g. thermal shocks, Fig. 5) to provide a better understanding of failure

modes and the quantification of safety margins compared to application of code

procedures.

WP 5. Evaluation and "Road-Map"

A "road-map" as guideline for fatigue evaluation procedures will be developed in

THERFAT explaining the conceptual outlines of the overall integrity concept and the

relevance of its different elements. One of the major tasks in THERFAT is to improve

the common understanding for application of an integrity concept (Fig. 6.

WP 6 Co-ordination

The THERFAT-consortium consists of 16 partners. The project coordination is

focused on the information exchange within one WP controlled by the WP-leader, the

appropriate data transfer between different WPs, the suitable documentation of

achieved results and the controlling of general project management issues (report

deliveries, cost statements etc.).

C. MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS

The achievements gained so far in THERFAT are listed below related to the

appropriate WP:

In WP the existing field-experience has been reviewed and analysed. A matrix of

selected Tee-configurations susceptible to fatigue caused by turbulent temperature

mixing effects has been established. The relevant Tee-parameters concerning the

geometric configuration/position and the occurring operational loads have been

identified to be investigated in detail in the following THERFAT work packages.

In WP 2 - load determination - the temperature differences and load cycle

frequencies occurring at Tees have been simulated, illustrated and quantified by

experimental approach on small scale Tee-test models in various positions and

configurations. These tests have been performed on plexiglass mockups for flow
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visualisation and metal mockups for direct measurements of temperature

distributions in the fluid and through the pipe wall. Depending on the mass flow ratio

between run and branch the significant temperature differences and load cycles

occur at different Tee-locations in different magnitude. A small mass flow in the

branch (simulated valve leakage) leads to relevant temperature loads in the branch

itself. With increasing branch mass flow the highly stressed locations are situated in

the run region downstream from the Tee. The realistic determination of heat transfer

coefficients appears to be one crucial point. So far, the evaluated heat transfer

coefficients derived from the tests are much lower than originally expected leading to

less conservative through wall stresses.

In addition to the experimental tests, numerical thermohydraulic calculations have

been performed. Agreement between analytical predictions and experimental results

are quite reasonable. Basic guidelines for an analytical load assessment that

integrate velocity and temperature fields and the calibration of the heat transfer

modelling between fluid and wall are already available.

An additional highly sophisticated aspect in the load determination field covers the

development of virtual sensors based on neural network and fuzzy logic tools to

monitor the thermal transients of the surge line in the reference NPP, Vandellos,

Spain.

In WP 4 a limited number of small and medium scaled tests have been performed to

verify selected critical aspects of the structural integrity problems, e.g. pipes

sustained to high cyclic thermal shock loads. Numerical solutions will be compared

with the experimental data of crack propagation to quantify the safety margin

between crack initiation and component failure. Results obtained so far, demonstrate

higher load bearing capabilities regarding thermal loads than expected by application

of common code procedures.

The WP 3 processing - integrity evaluation - is in progress based on the thermal

spectrum loads determined in WP 2 and WP 4 Common codes and standard

procedures and more refined analysis models are being adopted in order to achieve

a better understanding of the basic mechanisms and more accurate predictions. The

damage initiation and crack propagation assessment covers the determination of

lower "non fatigue relevant" threshold values.
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The technical THERFAT results obtained in the work packages WP 2 - 4 will be

enclosed by an over-all integrity evaluation procedure framework in WP as a first

step in the development of a road-map for a European methodology on thermal

fatigue. Proactive elements as load monitoring and the establishing of lower non

fatigue significant temperature thresholds turn out to become an important

engineering tool to optimise operation procedures in order to mitigate or even avoid

fatigue significant loads before they occur.

D. DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION OF RESULTS

The THERFAT partners and NESC Steering Committee have adopted an outline

plan whereby targeted R&D projects on thermal fatigue (such as THERFAT) could be

clustered using a Thematic Network. Solutions and methodologies derived in the

project have been and will be presented at international conferences and published

in international scientific journals to improve the acceptance by the industry,

regulators and community in the international nuclear society.

The THERFAT results will be exploited with the aim of obtaining the following

benefits, e. g.:

Improve implementation of monitoring systems and interpretation of data.

Avoid unnecessary repairs and reducing operator dose.

Exchange data and experience at European level.

Promote the introduction of new assessment procedures by industry.

Improve the expertise and competitiveness for future R&D work.

The virtual sensors developed in the project will be exploited by promoted

integration of virtual sensors in existing systems for a precommercial application and

by offering consultant services for industry for the application of virtual sensors.

E. CONCLUSIONS

The WP 1-selection of representative Tee-configurations susceptible to turbulent

thermal mixing effects and the identification of critical aspects concerning thermal

fatigue degradation has been accomplished. Most of the WP 2-experimental tests to

quantify the occurring thermal spectrum loads have been performed providing the

appropriate data input for WP 3 Analytical predictions of numerical CFD-code
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analyses and experimental results are in good agreement (WP 2 Achieved results

in the experimental damage tests of WP 4 investigating the load bearing capability of

components (see Fig. 5) confirm the predicted tendencies. The basic outlines of the

integrity evaluation concept in WP have been defined as first steps on the long

route to the "development of a European methodology". Current work is focused on

condensing the WP 2 and WP 4 output to WP 3 input and on the elaboration of the

different integrity evaluation procedures in WP 3 concerning the assessment of

fatigue us-age, crack initiation and crack propagation issues for components or

specimen sustained to cyclic thermal loads.

Presently, the THERFAT project has been running for more than 30 months. The

processing of the technical work in the different WPs is sufficiently in accordance with

the intended THERFAT project time schedule.
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